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Impact of a resonance on thermal targets for invisible dark photon searches

Jonathan L. Feng* and Jordan Smolinsky†

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, California 92697-4575, USA
(Received 11 September 2017; published 20 November 2017)

Dark photons in the MeV to GeV mass range are important targets for experimental searches. We
consider the case where dark photons A0 decay invisibly to hidden dark matter X through A0 → XX. For
generic masses, proposed accelerator searches are projected to probe the thermal target region of parameter
space, where the X particles annihilate through XX → A0 → SM in the early universe and freeze out with
the correct relic density. However, if mA0 ≈ 2mX , dark matter annihilation is resonantly enhanced, shifting
the thermal target region to weaker couplings. For ∼10% degeneracies, we find that the annihilation cross
section is generically enhanced by 4 (2) orders of magnitude for scalar (pseudo-Dirac) dark matter. For such
moderate degeneracies, the thermal target region drops to weak couplings beyond the reach of all proposed
accelerator experiments in the scalar case and becomes extremely challenging in the pseudo-Dirac case.
Proposed direct detection experiments can probe moderate degeneracies in the scalar case. For greater
degeneracies, the effect of the resonance can be even more significant, and both scalar and pseudo-Dirac
cases are beyond the reach of all proposed accelerator and direct detection experiments. For scalar dark
matter, we find an absolute minimum that sets the ultimate experimental sensitivity required to probe the
entire thermal target parameter space, but for pseudo-Dirac fermions, we find no such thermal target floor.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.96.095022

I. INTRODUCTION

The Universe appears to be filled with dark matter (DM)
with a relic density of ΩXh2 ¼ 0.1199� 0.0022, where ΩX
is the energy density of dark matter in units of the critical
density, and h≃ 0.67 is the reduced Hubble parameter [1].
Because the relic density is an important quantity and so
precisely known, or perhaps because so little else is known
about dark matter, scenarios in which dark matter is
produced through a simple mechanism that gives the correct
ΩX attract special attention. In particular, dark matter that
begins in thermal equilibrium with the standard model and
then freezes out with the correct thermal relic density is often
considered especially well motivated. Examples include
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), weak-scale
particles with weak interactions, and WIMPless dark matter
[2], hidden sector particles that are lighter and more weakly
coupled than WIMPs (or heavier and more strongly coupled
than WIMPs), but nevertheless also have the correct thermal
relic abundance. For bothWIMP andWIMPless dark matter,
the region of parameter space that yields the correct thermal
relic density, often known as the “thermal target,” provides a
useful goal for current and proposed experimental searches.
Dark photon models [3–6] are a simple and elegant

realization of the WIMPless possibility. Dark photons A0
are light gauge bosons that have coupling gX to dark matter
X in the hidden sector and couplings κqf to standard model
particles f, where κ is the kinetic mixing parameter, and qf
is the electric charge of f. The dark matter’s relic density is

determined by the annihilation process XX → A0 → SM,
and for particular choices of mX, mA0 , gX, and κ, this
annihilation process yields the correct thermal relic density.
Typically, one considers gX ∼ 1 and κ ≪ 1, where κ is

assumed to be suppressed, because it is generated at loop
level. The dark photon scenario then splits into two cases.
If mA0 < 2mX, dark photons always decay to the visible
(standard model) sector. In this case, dark photons are
produced at accelerators through their interactions with
standard model particles and decay back to standard model
particles. They mediate a new force, a revolutionary
discovery in and of itself, but their implications for dark
matter are not directly probed by accelerator experiments.
If mA0 > 2mX, however, dark photons produced at

accelerators typically decay invisibly to the hidden sector
through A0 → XX. In this case, experiments that produce
dark photons also produce dark matter, and the signature is
missing mass, energy, or momentum. Of course, there is a
long road ahead to identify the missing particle with the
dark matter that permeates the Universe, but at least in this
case, the underlying process involves a dark matter can-
didate. The number and variety of experiments that are
potentially sensitive to invisibly decaying dark photons is
staggering. They include BABAR [7,8], CRESST II [9],
E137 [10,11], LSND [11–14], and NA64 [15], which
currently bound various regions of parameter space, and
BDX [11,16,17], Belle II [18], COHERENT [19,20],
DarkLight [21], LDMX [22], MiniBoone [11,13,14,23],
MMAPS [24], NA64 [25], PADME [26,27], SHiP [28,29],
SBNe=SBNπ [30,31], and VEPP-3 [32], which will probe
this scenario in the future. The promise of discovering a
portal to the dark sector in these experiments is significant,
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especially in the case of LDMX, which has been projected
to probe all of the thermal target region for MeV <
mX ≲ GeV, mA0 ≳ 3mX, and gX ∼ 1 [33]. In addition, a
large number of direct detection experiments, which we
discuss below, although not creating real dark photons, also
probe these scenarios through X SM → X SM mediated by
a t channel A0, where the A0XX interaction is the same one
that mediates the dark photon’s invisible decays.
The invisible decay case with mA0 > 2mX is, however,

also the “half” of parameter space in which dark matter
annihilation may be resonantly enhanced. This has been
noted previously, for example, in Ref. [33] (see, in
particular, the Supplemental Material), but the impact of
the A0 resonance has not been investigated in detail. For
degeneracies 0 < mA0 − 2mX ≲ Tf, where Tf is the tem-
perature at freeze-out, the kinetic energy of dark matter
particles can put the annihilation process XX → A0 → SM
on resonance. As we will see, for ∼10% degeneracies
between mA0 and 2mX, this resonance may have an
extraordinary effect. For example, for scalar dark matter,
the resonance generically raises the thermally averaged
annihilation cross section by 4 orders of magnitude. To
compensate this kinematic enhancement, the thermal relic
density may be corrected by lowering κ2 by 4 orders of
magnitude, but the resulting thermal target region of
parameter space is then beyond the reach of any proposed
accelerator experiment. Greater degeneracies move the
thermal target to even weaker couplings.
In the following sections, we consider dark photon

models with both scalar and pseudo-Dirac dark matter,
estimate the effect of the resonance analytically, and
present numerical results for the impact of the resonance
on the thermal target region for a wide range of mass
degeneracies.

II. DARK PHOTON MODEL

The dark photon model we consider is standard, but we
present it here to establish notation and conventions. The
hidden sector has a broken U(1) symmetry, and its massive
gauge boson kinetically mixes with the standard model
photon. In the mass basis, the resulting Lagrangian is

L ¼ −
1

4
FμνFμν −

1

4
F0
μνF0μν þ 1

2
m2

A0A02

þ
X
f

f̄ði=∂ − eqf=A − κeqf=A0 −mfÞf; ð1Þ

where Fμν and F0
μν are the field strengths of the photon A

and dark photon A0, respectively, mA0 is the dark photon’s
mass, κ is the kinetic mixing parameter (we reserve ϵ for
another quantity below), and f are standard model fermions
with electric charges qf and masses mf.
The dark photon may decay to eþe− pairs throughout the

parameter space we study. The decay width is

Γe ≡ ΓðA0 → eþe−Þ

¼ κ2e2mA0

12π

�
1 −

�
2me

mA0

�
2
�
1=2

�
1þ 2m2

e

m2
A0

�
: ð2Þ

FormA0 > 2mμ, decays to muons and a number of hadronic
states are also possible. The full standard model decay
width is

ΓSM ¼ Γe

BeðmA0 Þ ; ð3Þ

where BeðmA0 Þ is the branching fraction to eþe− pairs of a
dark photon with mass mA0 , which may be extracted from
measurements of σðeþe− → eþe−Þ=σtoteþe− [34].
The hidden sector also contains the dark matter. We

will consider both complex scalar [5] and pseudo-Dirac
dark matter [11,35,36]. For the scalar case, the dark matter
Lagrangian is

Lϕ ¼ jð∂μ þ igXA0
μÞϕj2 −m2

ϕjϕj2; ð4Þ

where ϕ is the scalar dark matter particle with massmϕ, and
gX ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4παX
p

is the hidden sector gauge coupling. In this
case, the invisible (hidden sector) decay width is

Γϕ ≡ ΓðA0 → ϕϕÞ ¼ g2XmA0

48π

�
1 −

�
2mϕ

mA0

�
2
�
3=2

: ð5Þ

For the pseudo-Dirac case, we consider a dark photon
that couples to two hidden Weyl fermions that have a Dirac
mass and small, identical Majorana masses. In the mass
basis, the resulting dark matter Lagrangian is

Lχ ¼
X
i¼1;2

χ̄iði=∂ −miÞχi − ðgX χ̄2=A0χ1 þ H:c:Þ; ð6Þ

where the two fermions χ1 and χ2 couple nondiagonally to
the dark photon and have masses m1 and m2, respectively,
with a small mass splitting Δ≡m2 −m1. Below we will
typically refer to χ1 as the dark matter particle X with mass
mX and to χ2 as the excited state with mass mX þ Δ. In
this pseudo-Dirac case, the invisible, hidden sector decay
width is

Γχ ≡ ΓðA0 → χ1χ2Þ

¼ g2XmA0

12π

�
1 −

�
2mX þ Δ

mA0

�
2
�
1=2

×

�
1þ ð2mX þ ΔÞ2

2m2
A0

� �
1 −

Δ2

m2
A0

�
3=2

: ð7Þ
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III. RELIC DENSITIES NEAR RESONANCE:
ANALYTIC ESTIMATE

The formalism for treating dark matter annihilation near
a resonance was developed long ago [37,38]. In this
section, we follow the method of Ref. [37] to derive a
simple analytic estimate for the effect of a resonance on the
thermal relic density for ∼10% degeneracies. In Sec. IV, we
will refine the standard treatment to improve its validity off
resonance. We then use these results to derive more precise
numerical results for cases with both more and less
degeneracy, which we present in Sec. V.
The thermal relic abundance of a dark matter particle X is

ΩXh2 ¼ 8.77 × 10−11 GeV−2
�
g1=2eff

Z
x0

xf

hσvi
x2

dx

�
−1
; ð8Þ

where hσvi is the thermally averaged annihilation cross
section, x0 ¼ mX=T0 ¼ 4.26 × 1012ðmX=GeVÞ, T0 is the
temperature now, and xf ¼ mX=Tf, where Tf is the freeze-
out temperature. The freeze-out temperature is found by
solving the equation

63 × 51=2x−1=2f e−xfg

32π3
g1=2eff ðxfÞ
heffðxfÞ

mXmPlhσvi ¼ 1: ð9Þ

In these equations, geffðxÞ and heffðxÞ are the effective
numbers of degrees of freedom for energy and entropy

density, respectively, g1=2eff is the typical value of geffðxÞ
between x0 and xf, and g is the number of X spin degrees of
freedom.
To determine the thermal relic density, then, we must

determine hσvi. In this section, we consider the simple case
where the dark matter annihilates through the dark photon
resonance XX → A0 → SM. For this case, it is convenient
to define

s0 ≡ 4m2
X ð10Þ

ϵ≡ðs − s0Þ=s0 ð11Þ

ϵR≡ðm2
A0 − s0Þ=s0 ð12Þ

γR ≡mA0ΓA0=s0; ð13Þ

where ϵ, ϵR, and γR are dimensionless quantities that
represent the kinetic energy of the collision, the kinetic
energy required to be on resonance, and the width of the
resonance, respectively. With a slight abuse of notation,
in cases where it matters, for example, for the very small
values of ϵR that we will consider below, these definitions
should be considered to be in terms of physical quantities
rather than Lagrangian parameters, so, for example, loop

corrections have been included in the masses in
Eqs. (10)–(13).
In general, hσvi must be evaluated numerically, but the

formalism simplifies greatly with three approximations.
First, if the dark matter freezes out while nonrelativistic,
xf ≡mX=Tf ≫ 1, the thermally averaged annihilation
cross section is approximately [37]

hσviNR ¼ 2x3=2

π1=2

Z
∞

0

σvlabϵ1=2e−xϵdϵ; ð14Þ

where σ is the annihilation cross section, and

vlab ¼
2ϵ1=2ð1þ ϵÞ1=2

1þ 2ϵ
ð15Þ

is the relative velocity of the incoming particles in the rest
frame of one of them. We have verified that xf ∼ 15 and the
nonrelativistic approximation is valid to ∼10% throughout
the regions of parameter space we consider.
Second, if we are sufficiently near the A0 resonance, so

xfϵR ≲ 1 or mA0 − 2mX ≲mX=xf, we may take σ to have
the Breit-Wigner form

σBW ¼ 4πω

p2
BiBf

m2
A0Γ2

A0

ðs −m2
A0 Þ2 þm2

A0Γ2
A0

¼ 4πω

m2
Xϵ

BiBf
γ2R

ðϵ − ϵRÞ2 þ γ2R
; ð16Þ

where ω ¼ ð2SA0 þ 1Þ=ð2SX þ 1Þ2, SA0 ¼ 1 is the dark
photon’s spin, SX is the dark matter’s spin, and Bi ¼
BðA0 → XXÞ and Bf ¼ 1 − Bi ¼ BðA0 → SMÞ are the
branching fractions to the hidden and visible sectors,
respectively.
Third, if the dark photon’s couplings are sufficiently

weak, so γR ≪ 1 or ΓA0 ≪ mA0, we may use the narrow-
width approximation and the Breit-Wigner cross section
becomes a delta function. In the numerical analysis
described below in Sec. V, we have verified that, even
for large αX ∼ 0.5, the narrow-width approximation gives
thermally averaged cross sections that are in agreement
with the full result at the 10% level for ϵR ∼ 0.1, improving
to 1% agreement for ϵR ≲ 0.01.
Given these three simplifications, the thermally averaged

annihilation cross section near a resonance at freeze-out
is [37]

hσvires ≈
16π3=2ω

m2
X

x3=2f γRBiBf
ð1þ ϵRÞ1=2
1þ 2ϵR

e−xfϵR ð17Þ

≈
16π3=2ω

m2
X

x3=2f
ΓA0

2mX
BiBfe−xfϵR ; ð18Þ
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where in the last step we have used the fact that xf ∼ 20,
and so the “near resonance” assumption implies ϵR ≪ 1.
Since we are considering invisible decay scenarios, Bi ≈ 1.
We may also write ΓA0Bf ¼ Γf ≡ Nfκ

2e2mX=12π, where
Nf is the effective number of kinematically accessible
standard model decay channels. We then find that

hσvires ≈
2π1=2ω

3m2
X

x3=2f κ2e2Nfe−xfϵR : ð19Þ

In the absence of resonances, assuming mX ∼mA0 , the
typical value for the thermally averaged annihilation cross
section is

hσvinon−res ∼
πκ2ααX
m2

X

1

xLf
¼ κ2e2g2X

16πm2
X

1

xLf
; ð20Þ

where L ¼ 0ð1Þ for s-wave (p-wave) annihilation. The
nearby resonance therefore enhances the thermally aver-
aged annihilation cross section by a factor

hσvires
hσvinon-res

∼
32π3=2ωNf

3g2X
x3=2f xLf e

−xfϵR

∼ 5; 000
ωNfxLfe

−xfϵR

g2X
: ð21Þ

We see that a resonance may enhance the annihilation cross
section (and suppress the thermal relic density) by 4
(2) orders of magnitude for the case of p-wave (s-wave)
annihilators when mA0 and 2mX are degenerate to ∼10%.
This conclusion for the thermal relic density assumes

ΩXh2 ∼ hσvi−1, as typically follows from Eq. (8). This is
valid for the ∼10% degeneracies discussed here, but as we
will see in Sec. V, for even greater degeneracies ϵR ≪ 0.1,
there are additional effects that enhance the resonance
effect further.

IV. RELIC DENSITIES NEAR RESONANCE:
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we present our method for numerically
evaluating the thermal relic density near resonance. Our
numerical results assume dark matter is nonrelativistic at
freeze-out, but unlike the analytic estimate of Sec. III, do
not assume the resonance is nearby and do not assume the
narrow-width approximation. In addition, we present
results for both the scalar case and the pseudo-Dirac case.
The method is a generalization of the treatment presented
in Ref. [37].
The contribution of an s-channel resonance to the dark

matter annihilation cross section can always be written in
the form

σvlab ¼ FðϵÞ mA0ΓA0

ðs −m2
A0 Þ2 þm2

A0Γ2
A0
; ð22Þ

where vlab is given in Eq. (15) and the dimensionless
analytic function FðϵÞ encodes the cross section’s depend-
ence on the dimensionless kinetic energy ϵ≡ ðs − s0Þ=s0,
where s0 ¼ 4m2

X in the scalar case and s0 ¼ ð2mX þ ΔÞ2 in
the pseudo-Dirac case.
We can then exploit a special function to describe the

terms of a partial cross section expansion in a compact and
numerically well-described manner. In the nonrelativistic
thermal average

hσviNR ¼ 2x3=2

π1=2

Z
∞

0

σvlabϵ1=2e−xϵdϵ; ð23Þ

we rewrite the integral as

Z
∞

0

1

s0
Re

�
i

ϵR þ iγR − ϵ
FðϵÞϵ1=2e−xϵ

�
dϵ: ð24Þ

Substituting the Taylor expansion FðϵÞ ¼ P∞
l¼0 F

ðlÞϵl=l!,
we find

hσviNR ¼ 2x3=2π1=2

s0

X∞
l¼0

FðlÞ

l!
Re

�
i
π

Z
∞

0

ϵlþ1=2e−xϵ

zR − ϵ
dϵ

�
;

ð25Þ

where zR ≡ ϵR þ iγR. The s- and p-wave terms of the
above expansion can be written compactly as

hσviNR≈
2x3=2π1=2

s0

n
Fð0ÞRe

h
z1=2R w

�
x1=2z1=2R

�i

þFð1Þ
�
γRπ

−1=2x−1=2þRe
h
z3=2R w

�
x1=2z1=2R

�i�o
;

ð26Þ

where

wðzÞ≡ 2iz
π

Z
∞

0

e−t
2

z2 − t2
dt

¼ e−z
2

�
1þ 2iffiffiffi

π
p

Z
z

0

et
2

dt

�
ð27Þ

is the Faddeeva function. The first form in Eq. (27) is useful
to derive Eq. (26), and the second form can be used to
evaluate the function numerically and efficiently. In this
work, numerical calculations were performed with the
SciPy library [39] using the method of Ref. [40] to evaluate
the Faddeeva function close to the real axis.
We now turn to the specific models we consider in this

paper. For the case of scalar X annihilating to standard
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model final states through XX → A0 → SM, the cross
section takes the form

σvlab ¼
16πκ2ααX

3ððs −m2
A0 Þ2 þm2

A0Γ2
A0 Þ

×
ϵ½m2

e þ 2ð1þ ϵÞm2
X�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ϵ −m2

e=m2
X

p
ð1þ 2ϵÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ ϵ
p

Beð2mX

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ϵ

p Þ ; ð28Þ

which implies

FðϵÞ ¼ 16πκ2ααX
3mA0ΓA0

ϵ½m2
e þ 2ð1þ ϵÞm2

X�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ϵ −m2

e=m2
X

p
ð1þ 2ϵÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ ϵ
p

Beð2mX

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ϵ

p Þ :

ð29Þ

This cross section is p-wave suppressed, as indicated by the
leading factor of ϵ. We therefore know that Fð0Þ vanishes,
and we can verify that

Fð1Þ ¼ 16πκ2ααX
3mA0ΓA0

ðm2
e þ 2m2

XÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −m2

e=m2
X

p
Beð2mXÞ

: ð30Þ

Given this, the thermally averaged cross section is given
by Eq. (26), and the thermal relic density and freeze-out
temperature can be determined by Eqs. (8) and (9).
For the pseudo-Dirac case, the cross section for annihi-

lation through χ1χ2 → A0 → SM is

σvlab ¼
4πκ2ααX

3s0½ðs −m2
A0 Þ2 þm2

A0Γ2
A0 �

ð3þ 2ϵÞ½ð1þ ϵÞs0 þ 2m2
e�½s0ð1þ ϵÞ − 4m2

e�1=2½s0ð1þ ϵÞ − Δ2�1=2
ð1þ ϵÞð1þ 2ϵÞBeð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s0ð1þ ϵÞp Þ ; ð31Þ

which implies

FðϵÞ ¼ 4πκ2ααX
3s0mA0ΓA0

ð3þ 2ϵÞ½ð1þ ϵÞs0 þ 2m2
e�½s0ð1þ ϵÞ − 4m2

e�1=2½s0ð1þ ϵÞ − Δ2�1=2
ð1þ ϵÞð1þ 2ϵÞBeð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s0ð1þ ϵÞp Þ : ð32Þ

This is an s-wave cross section, and it is easy to read off the
constant term in the Taylor expansion of F:

Fð0Þ ¼ 4πκ2ααX
s0mA0ΓA0Beð ffiffiffiffiffi

s0
p Þ ðs0 þ 2m2

eÞðs0 − 4m2
eÞ1=2

× ðs0 − Δ2Þ1=2: ð33Þ

This determines the leading contribution to the thermally
averaged cross section through Eq. (26).
There is an additional complication in the pseudo-Dirac

case: when the dark sector consists of multiple nearly
degenerate species, we must include coannihilation factors
in the thermally averaged cross section [38] and the freeze-
out condition. The effective thermally averaged cross
section is

hσvieff ¼
2ð1þ Δ=mXÞ3=2e−xΔ=mX

½1þ ð1þ Δ=mXÞ3=2e−xΔ=mX �2 hσviNR: ð34Þ

The freeze-out condition is modified to

63 × 51=2x−1=2f e−xfg

32π3
g1=2eff

heff
mXmPl

×

�
1þ

�
1þ Δ

mX

�
3=2

e−xfΔ=mX

�
hσvieff ¼ 1; ð35Þ

and the relic abundance is given by

ΩXh2 ¼ 8.77 × 10−11 GeV−2
�
g1=2eff

Z
x0

xf

hσvieff
x2

dx

�
−1
:

ð36Þ

V. RESULTS

We present here the results of our analysis using the
formalism of Sec. IV. Thermal relic contours for the bench-
mark, near-maximal perturbative value of the dark fine
structure constant αX ¼ 0.5 are shown in Fig. 1 for various
values of ϵR. The contours for the nondegenerate case
mA0 ¼ 3mX agree within ∼10% with those presented pre-
viously for scalar [33] and pseudo-Dirac [11] dark matter,
which are shown as dotted curves. The minor discrepancy is
due to a ∼10% difference between the thermally averaged
cross section in the nonrelativistic approximation used here
and the relativistic thermally averaged cross section used in
Refs. [11,33] at freeze-out temperatures near xf ¼ 15. For
the degenerate case ϵR ¼ 0.1, as expected given the analytic
estimate of Sec. III, the thermal targets for scalar (pseudo-
Dirac) dark matter move to values of κ2 that are 4 (2) orders
of magnitude lower, relative to the mA0 ¼ 3mX nondegen-
erate case.
The gray shaded regions in Fig. 1 are excluded by

various combinations of current constraints from BABAR
[7,8], CRESST II [9], E137 [10,11], LSND [11–14], and
NA64 [15]. The CRESST II bounds are not applicable to
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pseudo-Dirac dark matter withΔ ¼ 0.1mX, while exclusions
from nonobservation of excited state decays χ2 → χ1eþe− at
E137 and LSND [11] apply only to pseudo-Dirac dark
matter with Δ > 2me. Observations of the CMB [1] exclude
thermal relic Majorana dark matter below the 10 GeV mass
range [41], but we include in Fig. 1 the resonant thermal
targets for Δ ¼ 0 to illustrate the effect of a nonzero mass
splitting. Note the thermal targets’ stronger dependence on
ϵR for smaller values of Δ. Also included in Fig. 1 are the
projected sensitivities of planned accelerator-based dark
photon and dark matter searches at BDX [11,16,17],

Belle II [18], COHERENT [19,20], DarkLight [21],
LDMX [22], MiniBoone [11,13,14,23], MMAPS [24],
NA64 [25], PADME [26,27], SHiP [28,29], SBNe/SBNπ
[30,31], and VEPP-3 [32]. The excluded regions and future
sensitivities assume mA0 ¼ 3mX. For comparison with the
degenerate case contours with mA0 ≈ 2mX, these contours
may be shifted up or down by Oð1Þ factors. For a
comprehensive overview of existing constraints and future
experimental sensitivities, see Ref. [42].
Direct detection experiments can also probe these

invisible dark photon scenarios. Although not searches

FIG. 1. Thermal targets and accelerator search experiments. Solid black contours: Thermal target contours in dark photon parameter
space ðmA0 ; κ2Þ for αX ¼ 0.5 in the nondegenerate cases with mA0 ¼ 3mX and ϵR ≡ ðm2

A0 − 4m2
XÞ=ð4m2

XÞ ¼ 0.3, and in the degenerate
cases with ϵR ¼ 10−n, where n ¼ 1; 2;…6. In the scalar case (top) the thermal relic contours reach a floor near ϵR ¼ 10−6, where the
thermal relic abundance requirement becomes inconsistent with the requirement that the dark photon decay is dominantly invisible. The
ϵR ¼ 10−5 contour is displayed in this plot, but is close enough to the ϵR ¼ 10−6 contour that they appear to overlap. In the pseudo-Dirac
case (bottom) the thermal relic contours extend to arbitrarily low values of κ2 with appropriate choice of ϵR, but we display only a small
number of contours to avoid clutter. In the bottom left panel, the mass splitting is Δ ¼ 0.1mX , and these models evade direct detection
bounds. In the bottom right panel, Δ ¼ 0, which illustrates the effect of decreasing Δ on the thermal target regions. Dotted black
contours: Thermal target contours for mA0 ¼ 3mX from relativistic treatments of freeze-out for the scalar [33] and pseudo-Dirac [11]
cases. Gray shaded: Regions excluded by current bounds (see text). Dashed contours: Projected reaches of proposed dark photon and
dark matter accelerator searches (see text).
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for dark photons per se, they probe the A0XX vertex that
induces invisible A0 decay through its role in inducing
X SM → X SM scattering through a t channel A0. To
facilitate comparison with direct detection experiments,
it is convenient [43,44] to express the thermal relic
parameter values in terms of

σ̄e ¼
16πμ2X;eακ

2αX
ðm2

A0 þ α2m2
eÞ2

; ð37Þ

where μX;T denotes the reduced mass of the dark matter-
target system with T ¼ e, nucleon, or nucleus. For the case
of Majorana dark matter, the definition of σ̄e includes an
additional factor of 2ðμ2X;T=m2

XÞv2X, where vX ¼ 10−3 is the
characteristic DM halo velocity.
In Fig. 2 we show the same thermal targets as in

Fig. 1, but expressed in the ðmX; σ̄eÞ parameter space
and compared to current and proposed direct detection
experiments. Figure 2 includes current exclusions from
XENON [45,46], as well as projected regions of sensitivity
[44,45,47–50] for CYGNUS HD-10, DAMIC-1K [51,52],
NEWS, PTOLEMY-G3, SENSEI [53], SuperCDMS
[54,55], UA0ð1Þ, and future experiments based on GaAs
scintillators [47] superconducting aluminum, superfluid
helium [56–60], color center production [61,62], magnetic
bubble chambers [63], scintillating bubble chambers [64],
and bremsstrahlung in inelastic DM-nucleus scattering
[65,66]. Exclusions and regions of sensitivity for nuclear
recoil experiments are converted into limits and projected
sensitivities for σ̄e using

σ̄e ¼ 4
μ2X;e
μ2X;N

σN; ð38Þ

which makes it possible to compare the thermal targets and
sensitivities of both electron and nuclear recoil experiments
in the same parameter space. As in Fig. 1, the excluded
regions and future sensitivities assume mA0 ¼ 3mX and are
reviewed in Ref. [42].
Comparing the thermal targets with the existing con-

straints and projected sensitivities, we see that for the scalar
case and ϵR ∼ 10%, the thermal target cannot be probed in
any proposed accelerator or beam dump experiment. For
the fermionic dark matter cases and ϵR ∼ 10%, the thermal
target is also beyond the reach of all proposed accelerator-
based experiments, with the exception of LDMX, for
which it is at the border of sensitivity, and becomes very
challenging for smaller mass splittings Δ. For direct
detection experiments, the thermal target for moderate
degeneracy ϵR ∼ 10% is still within the projected reach
of some far future experiments in the scalar case, but is
beyond all proposed experiments in the Majorana case.
We also show results for smaller values of ϵR in Fig. 1.

For greater degeneracies, the thermal target region moves
to even lower values of κ2. For ϵR ∼ 10−6, for example, the
thermal targets are essentially beyond all proposed accel-
erator and direct detection experiments for both the scalar
and fermionic dark matter cases.
At first sight, the extreme suppression of the preferred

values of κ2 might be surprising, since the thermally
averaged cross section, for example, in Eq. (19), becomes
independent of ϵR for xfϵR ≪ 1. However, for very

FIG. 2. Thermal targets and direct detection search experiments. Solid black contours: Thermal target contours as in Fig. 1, but in the
direct detection parameter space ðmX; σ̄eÞ, where σ̄e ¼ ð16πμ2X;eακ2αXÞ=ðm2

A0 þ α2m2
eÞ2 (see text). In the scalar case (left) a resonantly

annihilating thermal relic may still be within reach of future nuclear recoil experiments. In the right panel we show only the lines for
Majorana DM-nuclear scattering, with mT ¼ 0.936 GeV; the thermal targets for DM-electron scattering scale approximately with the
target mass squared, placing them far out of reach of current and proposed experiments. Dotted black contours: Relativistic thermal relic
contours, as in Fig. 1. Gray shaded: Regions excluded by current bounds (see text). Colored contours: Projected reaches of proposed
direct detection experiments (see text).
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small ϵR, the dark matter continues to annihilate long after
freeze-out as the Universe cools. This is accounted for by
the integral in Eq. (8), and that integral is sensitive to ϵR,
even it is very small.
To understand this behavior, it is convenient to use the

narrow-width approximation. In the case that ΓA0 ≪ mA0 we
can write the generic resonant cross section as

σvlab ≈
π

s0
FðϵÞδðϵ − ϵRÞ; ð39Þ

which yields for the thermal average

hσviNR ≈
2π1=2x3=2

s0
ϵ1=2R FðϵRÞe−xϵR : ð40Þ

We notice that in both the scalar and pseudo-Dirac cases,
as long as ΓSM ≪ Γϕ;Γχ and ϵR ≪ 1, the quantity FðϵRÞ
scales like ϵ−1=2R . Therefore the thermally averaged cross
section’s dependence on ϵR is contained entirely in the
factor expð−xϵRÞ. This observation implies a simple
relation between values of ϵR and κ that yield the correct
relic abundance:

ΩXh2 ∝
�Z

x0

xf

κ2

x1=2
e−xϵRdx

�−1
∝

ffiffiffiffiffi
ϵR

p
κ2

: ð41Þ

We see that as ϵR → 0, a decrease of ϵR by an order of
magnitude requires κ2 to decrease by a factor of

ffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
to

maintain the correct relic abundance.
What are the smallest possible values of ϵR? In the scalar

dark matter case, as we lower ϵR, eventually the phase-
space suppression of hidden sector decays will outweigh
the kinetic mixing suppression of standard model decays,
so that our assumption of invisible decays fails. Neglecting
the electron mass, the requirement that the invisible width
dominates implies

Γϕ ≈
αXmA0

12
ϵ3=2R ≳ αmA0

3Be
κ2 ≈ ΓSM: ð42Þ

It is clear, based on the power law dependence on ϵR, that
this condition cannot hold simultaneously with the thermal
relic constraint over all of parameter space. For a given αX,
there will be a minimum value of ϵR below which visible
decays dominate the dark photon width. We find this
minimum value to be ϵmin

R ≈ 10−6 for αX ¼ 0.5.
In contrast, in the pseudo-Dirac case, the invisible width

condition is

Γχ ≈
αXmA0

3
ϵ1=2R ≳ αmA0

3Be
κ2 ≈ ΓSM; ð43Þ

which follows the same scaling as the thermal relic
condition. In the pseudo-Dirac case, then, it is possible
to lower the thermal target region to arbitrarily low values

of κ2 by choosing the dark matter to be arbitrarily close to
resonance. Put another way, enforcing the thermal relic
constraint on a pseudo-Dirac dark sector “accidentally”
fixes the ratio between the visible and invisible widths of
the dark photon, so that the dual assumptions of mostly
invisible dark photon decays and of thermal relic pseudo-
Dirac dark matter may hold concurrently for all values
of ϵR.
This is a remarkable result. It may be possible, in

principle, to construct an experiment that can truly probe
all of the thermal relic parameter space for perturbative
theories of complex scalar dark matter coupled to a dark
photon, but theories of fermionic dark matter may evade
any such search by a fine-tuned choice of the dark sector
masses.
The interesting behavior for highly degenerate cases

may have interesting consequences in other contexts. For
example, in the case of Kaluza-Klein (KK) dark matter
[67,68], level-1 fermionic dark matter with mass mKK may
annihilate through level-2 resonances with masses near
2mKK, providing a rationale for high degeneracies. These
resonances will impact thermal relic density calculations
[69], but for extreme degeneracies, our results imply that
there may also be interesting astrophysical signals from
dark matter annihilation long after freeze-out. Other inter-
esting implications of resonances for such TeV-scale dark
matter have been explored in Refs. [70–72].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The absence of the discovery of WIMPs and other classic
dark matter candidates has motivated many new dark
matter candidates in recent years. Among those that are
often seen as especially motivated are those that are in
thermal equilibrium with the standard model at early times,
but then freeze out with the correct thermal relic density.
The regions of model parameter space that give the desired
relic density are thermal targets that provide important
goals for new experimental searches.
In this study, we considered dark photon scenarios in

which the dark photon decays invisibly to dark matter
through A0 → XX. Such scenarios can be probed by
experiments searching for missing mass, energy, or
momentum. For generic A0 and X masses, proposed experi-
ments, notably LDMX, are projected to be sensitive to the
thermal target parameter space. Direct detection experi-
ments may also be sensitive to these scenarios by searches
for X SM → X SM induced by t-channel A0 exchange.
Of course, in such scenarios, since mA0 > 2mX, the

annihilation process XX → A0 → SM can be enhanced
by the A0 resonance when the initial state dark matter
particles have sufficient kinetic energies. In this work, we
have found that for mA0 − 2mX ∼ 0.1mX, the resonance
implies a kinematic enhancement of the annihilation rate
for scalar (pseudo-Dirac) dark matter of 4 (2) orders of
magnitude, or, alternatively, the thermal target parameter
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space moves to values of the kinetic mixing κ2 that are 4
(2) orders of magnitude smaller. We derived these results
using a simple analytic estimate in Sec. III and through a
more accurate numerical analysis in Sec. IV.
The resulting thermal targets are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Even for the case of a 10% degeneracy mA0 − 2mX ∼
0.1mX, we find that the thermal targets are very difficult
to probe. For the scalar case, the thermal target is below the
projected reach of LDMX and all other proposed accel-
erator experiments. For the pseudo-Dirac case, the thermal
target is also beyond the reach of all proposed accelerator-
based experiments, with the exception of LDMX, for
which it is at the border of sensitivity, and becomes very
challenging for smaller mass splittings. Direct detection
experiments do slightly better, as the thermal target for
ϵR ∼ 10% is still within the projected reach of some far
future experiments in the scalar case, but the thermal targets
are still beyond all proposed experiments in the
Majorana case.
For even greater degeneracies, with mA0 −2mX≪0.1mX,

the thermal targets move to even lower values of κ2. For
ϵR ∼ 10−6, the thermal targets are essentially beyond all
proposed accelerator and direct detection experiments for
both the scalar and fermionic dark matter cases.

Interestingly, for the case of scalar dark matter, for
extreme degeneracies, the condition that the A0 decays
dominantly invisibly becomes inconsistent with the thermal
relic condition. This establishes a floor at mA0 − 2mX ∼
10−6mX that is roughly 4 orders of magnitude in κ2 below
the projected reach of LDMX, but which is the ultimate
goal for an experiment that can probe the entire thermal
target region. The floor of the scalar dark matter parameter
space may be accessible to future superfluid helium experi-
ments. Unfortunately, for pseudo-Dirac dark matter, there is
no such floor for the thermal target. Of course, barring
some more fundamental rationale, the fine-tuning required
for such degeneracies is extreme, and ultimately other
constraints will apply.
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